This Week's Citation Classic


This paper reports that insulin plays as significant a role in glucose homeostasis in fasting as in feeding; it also emphasizes the progressive nitrogen and glucose sparing, with fatty acids and ketones becoming the dominant fuels. Finally, it shows that the brain diminishes glucose utilization during fasting [The SOI® indicates that this paper has been cited in over 650 publications since 1966].

This paper was the first to describe the hormonal and metabolic changes that occur during fasting. It provided a comprehensive understanding of how insulin, glucagon, and other hormones interact to regulate fuel flux in the body. These insights have served as a basis for the recently developed discipline of parenteral alimentation and hyperalimentation, which are critical in the treatment of patients who are unable to eat.
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"Since Berson and Yalow had introduced the immunoassay for insulin to the research community, and since one of us (J. Soeldner) had developed a very sensitive and accurate low-range insulin assay, a study on insulin levels in fasting man seemed warranted, particularly since it hadn't been done. Totally insulin-deprived animals and man develop fatal ketoadipsis, so we knew that even low levels of insulin must play some physiological role. Also, growth hormone had been suggested as a major lipid mobilizer and another of us (D. Kipnis) had a good immunoassay going in St. Louis thanks to colleagues W. Daughaday and C. Parker."

"Who could we get to volunteer to fast for a week while enduring C14-glucose turnover sampling, twice-daily Douglas bag breathing, blood sampling, precise water intake and urine sampling, and minimal bed-chair activity? It would be impossible to do it on ourselves like the previous one-day studies on insulin effects, exercise, utilization of various sugars as altered by insulin, and many other variables. This was a decade before the present regulations on self-experiments or soliciting students for research. Nevertheless, we found the ideal, dependable, honest, motivated, and financially limited volunteers at the Harvard Divinity School who needed the money ($300 for the week) to go home for Christmas. There were one Baptist, four Congregationalists, and one Episcopalian (his glucose values were always highest!)."

"I felt the paper to be a straightforward, not-too-imaginative piece of biomedical reporting, but it led to our subsequent studies showing that the brain uses ketoadips during starvation, that alanine and glutamine were preferentially released from muscle, that insulin directly inhibited amino acid release in liver and forearm muscle, and a number of others that were summarized. Glucagon, growth hormone, and glucocorticoids were also studied, both by determinations and by infusion into obese subjects undergoing prolonged starvation for weight reduction, and found to have some interesting and yet unexplained effects, but their roles in controlling fuel flux and patterns were vastly subordinate to that of insulin. For this overall work, especially for the initial paper (the Citation Classic), I received recognition including the Goldberger Award in Nutrition, the Gairdner International Award of Canada, and the Banting Medal of the American Diabetes Association. My younger colleagues in these studies — Soeldner, Owen, Felig, Marliss, and Aoki, to name several — have all continued to provide significant contributions in the area."

"Perhaps most important, the quantitative schemes we generated for fuel flux in man in fasting, feeding, diabetes, and trauma have appeared as the standards in many physiological and biochemical texts. Also, the studies have served as a basis for the recently developed discipline of parenteral alimentation and hyperalimentation since they involved interorgan substrate and energy exchange. The most enjoyable part of the series, however, was the pleasure of doing straightforward, fundamental physiological and biochemical research in man and the results being directly applicable to clinical problems and human disease. They also led to a number of formal and informal collaborations and correspondence with scientists around the world interested in starvation in other species as well as man."